
 
Syllabus of the elective course 

"Endoscopic technologies in obstetrics and 

gynecology”  

  

1. General information 

Name of the faculty Medical Faculty №1, №2 

Educational program (branch, specialty, level of  

highereducation, form of education) 
22 Health care, 222 Medicine, second 

(master's) 
Level of higher education, full-time 

Academic year 2023-2024 

Name of the discipline, code (e- 
mailaddressonthewebsiteofDanyloHalytsky LNMU) 

Endoscopic technologies in obstetrics 

and gynecology WB 2.42. 
new.meduniv.lviv.ua / kafedry / 

kafedraakusherstva-i-ginekologiyi / 

Department ( name, address, phone, e- mail ) DepartmentofObstetricsandGynecology 
79008 Lviv , RapoportaStreet , 8 

E- mail : Kaf_obstetrics@meduniv.lviv.u 

a 
  

Head of the department (contact e- mail ) Professor, Corresponding Memberofthe 
NationalAcademyofMedicalSciencesofU 

kraine  Markin L.B. 
Kaf_obstetrics@meduniv.lviv.ua 

Yearofstudy ( yearinwhichthestudyofthediscipline ) 5 

Semester  
( semesterinwhichthestudyofthedisciplineisimplemented  
) 

IX, X 

Typeofdiscipline / module (compulsory / optional) Selective 

  

Teachers (names, surnames,  
scientificdegreesandtitlesofteacherswhoteachthediscipli ne, 

contact e- mail ) 

Associate Professor Yashchenko 

L.M.,Isaeva K.Y.,Segediy L.I. 

Erasmus yes / no  
( availabilityofthedisciplineforstudentswithinthe Erasmu s 

+ program ) 

- 

Personresponsibleforthe syllabus ( persontobecommente 

donthe syllabus , contact e- mail ) 
Yashchenko L.M. 

Numberof ECTS credits 1 

Numberofhours (lectures / practicalclasses / 

independentworkofstudents) 
60 (practical classes - 26, independent 

work of students - 34) 

Languageofinstruction Ukrainian, English 



Address,  
telephoneandrulesofoperationoftheclinicalbase, office… 

(ifnecessary) 

KNP "Maternity Clinical House 
№1m. Lviv ”, Mechnikova st. , 8 

(roundtheclock); tel. + 380 (32) 75- 93 

13 

2. Short annotation to the course 

The subject of studyof the elective course  
"Endoscopic technologies in obstetricsand gynecology" for higher medical educational institutions of 

Ukraine 

 

 III-I V levels of accreditationin the  
specialties  22 “Health Care”,spesialities 
" Medicine" 222 is the acquisition of knowled geand skills  

to solve professional problems and provide emergency care in extreme 

 conditions in obstetrics and gynecology. The current state of the demographic  

situationin Ukrainerequires a modern doctor to studyendoscopies in obstetrics and gynecology, 

 in  order to preserve women's reproductive health and successful family planning . 

               3. The purpose and objectives of the course 

 

Integral: Ability to solve complex 

problems,including research and innovation in 

medicine,the ability to continue learning with a 

high degree of autonomy 

- general: 

1Ability to abstract thinking, analysis and 

synthesis 

2 Ability to learn and master modern 

knowledge. 

3 Ability to apply knowledge in practical 

situations. 

4 Knowledge and understanding of the subject 

area and understanding of professional activity. 

5 Ability to adapt and act in a new situation. 

6 Ability to make informed decisions. 

7 Ability to work in a team. 

8 Ability to interpersonal interaction. 

9 Ability to communicate in a foreign 

language. 

10 Ability to use information and 

communication technologies. 

11 Ability to search, process and analyze 

information from various sources. 

12 Definiteness and perseverance in terms of 

tasks and responsibilities. 

13 Awareness of equal opportunities and 

gender issues. 

14 The ability to exercise own rights and 

responsibilities as a member of society, to 

realize the values of civil (free democratic) 

society and the need for its sustainable 

development, the rule of law, human rights and 



freedoms and the citizen of Ukraine. 

15 Ability to preserve and increase moral, 

cultural, scientific values and achievements of 

society based on understanding the history and 

patterns of development of the subject area, its 

place in the general system of knowledge about 

nature and society and in the development of 

society, techniques and technologies. active 

recreation and leading a healthy lifestyle. 

 

 

- special (professional, subject): 

1 Ability to collect medical information about 

the patient and analyze clinical data. 

2 Ability to determine the required list of 

laboratory and instrumental studies and 

evaluate their results. 

3 Ability to establish a preliminary and clinical 

diagnosis of the disease. 

4 Ability to determine the required mode of 

work and rest in the treatment of diseases. 

5 Ability to determine the nature of nutrition in 

the treatment and prevention of diseases 

6 Ability to determine the principles and nature 

of treatment and prevention of diseases. 

7 Ability to diagnose emergencies. 

8 Ability to determine the tactics of emergency 

medical care. 

9 Ability to carry out medical and evacuation 

measures. 

10 Ability to perform medical manipulations. 

11 Ability to solve medical problems in new or 

unfamiliar environments with incomplete or 

limited information, taking into account 

aspects of social and ethical responsibility. 

12 Ability to determine the tactics of 

physiological pregnancy, physiological 

childbirth and the postpartum period. Family 

planning and contraceptive counseling skills. 

13 Ability to carry out sanitary and hygienic 

and preventive measures. 

14 Ability to conduct a performance 

examination. 

15 Ability to keep medical records, including 

electronic forms. 

16 Ability to assess the impact of the 

environment, socio-economic and biological 

determinants on the health of the individual, 

family, population. 

17 Ability to analyze the activities of a doctor, 

department, health care facility, ensure the 

quality of medical care and improve the 



efficiency of medical resources. 

18 Ability to analyze the activities of a doctor, 

department, health care facility, ensure the 

quality of medical care and improve the 

efficiency of medical resources. 

19 Ability to analyze the activities of a doctor, 

department, health care facility, ensure the 

quality of medical care and improve the 

efficiency of medical resources. 

20 Adherence to ethical principles when 

working with patients, laboratory animals. 

21 Adherence to professional and academic 

integrity, be responsible for the accuracy of 

scientific results. 

 

 

 

 

Expected learning out comes: 

1. Demonstrate the continuousdevelopmentofone'sownintellectual, professional 
and cultural level of self-realizationas a future doctor.    

2. The student must assessclinical manifestations, know modern  methods of laboratory and endoscopic           
3.Diagnostics of emergencies in obstetrics and gynecology and to appoint reasonably           
treatment of the seconditions (ectopicpregnancy, ovarian apoplexy andothers).    
4.The student must explain the pathogenesis of abnormal bleeding, justify the results           
5.Modernendoscopicmethods of diagnosis and dynamic monitoring of patients, treatment of 
6.The seconditions (ectopicpregnancy, ovarian apoplexy andothers).    
7.Have the skills of endoscopic diagnosis, differential diagnosis and treatment of nonspecific 

inflammatory diseases of the external and internal genital organs and sexually transmitted diseas 
based on current data.           
8.Able to classify septic conditions in obstetrics and gynecology, to substantiatethe most informative 
endoscopic methods of diagnosis and treatment, to evaluate their results.           
9.Have the skills to diagnosebackground and precancerous diseases, "acute abdomen" , using  
modern endoscopic methods, prescribe and evaluate their treatment, using the latest evidence based 

medicine.    

  

Course prerequisites 

  

Elective course "Endoscopic technologies in obstetricsand gynecology" 

is based on the knowledg egained by students in the study of medical 

biology, normal and pathological anatomy of topographic anatomy,  
Normal and pathological physiology of the reproductive system, histology and embryology,  
Infectious diseases, microbiology, pharmacology , surgicaldiseases, hygiene, socialmedicine and  

integrates with these disciplines 

 5. Program learning out comes 

  



1 Have a thorough knowledge of the structure 

of professional activity. Be able to carry out  

professional activities that require updating and 

integration of knowledge. Be responsible for 

professional development, the ability to further 

professional training with a high level of 

autonomy. 

2 Understanding and knowledge of basic and 

clinical biomedical sciences, at a level 

sufficient to solve professional problems in the 

field of health care. 

3 Specialized conceptual knowledge, which 

includes scientific achievements in the field of 

health care and is the basis for research, critical 

understanding of problems in the field of 

medicine and related interdisciplinary 

problems. 

4 Identify and identify the leading clinical 

symptoms or syndromes (according to list 1), 

according to standard methods, using 

preliminary history of the patient, examination 

data, knowledge about the person, his organs 

and systems. Establish a preliminary clinical 

diagnosis of the disease (according to list 2). 

5 Collect complaints, anamnesis of life and 

disease, assess the psychomotor and physical 

development of the patient, the condition of 

organs in body systems, based on the results of 

laboratory and instrumental studies to assess 

information about the diagnosis (list 4). Taking 

into account the patient's age. 

6 Evaluate information about the diagnosis 

using a standard procedure based on the results 

of laboratory and instrumental studies. 

7 Establish a final clinical diagnosis by making 

an informed decision and analysis of the 

obtained subjective and objective data of 

clinical, additional examination, differential 

diagnosis, adhering to the relevant ethical and 

legal norms, under the supervision of a 

physician-manager in a health care facility (list 

2). 

8 Prescribe and analyze additional (mandatory 

and optional) methods of examination 

(laboratory, functional and/or instrumental) 

(according to list 4) of patients with diseases of 

organs and systems of the body for differential 

diagnosis of diseases (according to list 2). 

Carry out differential diagnosis of diseases. 

Establish a preliminary and clinical diagnosis. 

9 Determine the main clinical syndrome or the 

severity of the victim's condition (according to 



list 3) by making an informed decision and 

assessing the person's condition under any 

circumstances (in a health care facility, outside 

it), including in conditions of emergency and 

hostilities, in the field, in conditions of lack of 

information and limited time. 

10 Determine the nature and principles of 

treatment of patients (conservative, operative) 

with diseases (according to list 2), taking into 

account the age of the patient, in a health care 

facility, outside it and at the stages of medical 

evacuation, including in the field, on the basis 

of a preliminary clinical diagnosis, adhering to 

the relevant ethical and legal norms, by making 

an informed decision on existing algorithms 

and standard schemes, if necessary to expand 

the standard scheme to be able to justify 

personalized recommendations under the 

supervision of a physician. 

11 Determine the necessary mode of work, rest 

and nutrition on the basis of the final clinical 

diagnosis, adhering to the relevant ethical and 

legal norms, by making an informed decision 

according to existing algorithms and standard 

schemes. 

12 Determine the approach, plan and tactics of 

physiological pregnancy, physiological 

childbirth and the postpartum period by 

making an informed decision according to 

existing algorithms and standard schemes. 

13 Assess the general condition of the newborn 

child by making an informed decision 

according to existing algorithms and standard 

schemes, adhering to the relevant ethical and 

legal norms.14 Assess and monitor the child's 

development, provide recommendations for 

breastfeeding and nutrition depending on age, 

organize preventive vaccinations on the 

calendar. 

15 Identify tactics and provide emergency 

medical care in emergencies (according to list 

3) for a limited time in accordance with 

existing clinical protocols and treatment 

standards. 

16 Organize the provision of medical care and 

medical and evacuation measures to the 

population and servicemen in emergencies and 

hostilities, including in the field. 

17 To form rational medical routes of patients; 

to organize interaction with colleagues in the 

and other establishments, the organizations and 

establishments; to apply tools for the 



promotion of medical services on the market, 

based on the analysis of the needs of the 

population, in the conditions of functioning of 

the health care institution, its subdivision, in a 

competitive environment. 

18 Perform medical manipulations (according 

to list 5) in a medical institution, at home or at 

work on the basis of a previous clinical 

diagnosis and / or indicators of the patient's 

condition by making an informed decision, 

adhering to the relevant ethical and legal 

norms. 

19 Determine the state of functioning and 

limitations of a person's life and duration of 

incapacity for work with the relevant 

documents, in a health care facility on the basis 

of data on the disease and its course, features 

of professional activity, etc. Maintain medical 

records of the patient and the population on the 

basis of regulations. 

20 Analyze the epidemiological situation and 

carry out measures of mass and individual, 

general and local prevention of infectious 

diseases. 

21 Search for the necessary information in the 

professional literature and databases of other 

sources, analyze, evaluate and apply this 

information. 

22 Apply modern digital technologies, 

specialized software, statistical methods of 

data analysis to solve complex health 

problems. 

23 Assess the impact of the environment on 

human health to assess the incidence of the 

population. 

24 Organize the necessary level of individual 

safety (own and those cared for) in case of 

typical dangerous situations in the individual 

field of activity. 

25 Clearly and unambiguously communicate 

their knowledge, conclusions and arguments 

on health issues and related issues to 

professionals and non-specialists. 

26 Communicate fluently in the state and 

English languages, both orally and in writing, 

to discuss professional activities, research and 

projects. 

27 Plan, organize and conduct activities for the 

specific prevention of infectious diseases, 

including in accordance with the National 

Calendar of preventive vaccinations, both 

mandatory and recommended. Manage vaccine 



residues, organize additional vaccination 

campaigns, including immunoprophylaxis 

measures. 

 

 

Listoflearningoutcomes 

Learningoutcomecode Thecontentofthelearningoutcome Referenceto the comp 

etency matrixcode 

Thecodeiscreatedwhenfi 

llinginthe syllabus (cate 

gory: Zn-knowledge , 

Um-ability, 

Kcompetence, AB - 

autonomyandresponsibi 
lity) 

Learningoutcomesdeterminethatthestudentmustk 

now, understandandbeabletoperform, 

aftercompletingthediscipline. Learningoutcomesf 

ollowfromthesetlearninggoals. Toenrollinthedisc 

ipline, 

itisnecessarytoconfirmtheachievementofeachlear 

ningoutcome. 

SymboloftheProgram 

LearningOutcomeCo 

deintheHigherEducati 

on Standard 

Zn -1 
Have knowledge of preoperative preparation 

and management of patientsin the postoperative 

period after laparoscopic surgery. 
PR-1 

UM-1 
Beable to prepare the patient for laparoscopic 

surgery (planned) 
PR-1 

K-1 
Ability to establish contact with the patientin 

preparation for surgery 
PR-1 

Mind-2 
Beable to diagnose tubal-peritoneal infertility, 

tomake a differential diagnosis. 
PR-2 

K-2 

Effectively form a  
communication strategy when communicating 

with 
the patient, to enter information about a 

woman'shealth 

PR-2 

AB -2 
Be responsible for the quality collection of 

information received and time lyassessment of 

the woman's condition 
PR-2 

ZN-3 
Know the causes of cystic formations in 

pregnan t women, methods of treatment 
PR-3 

Mind-3 
Be able to diagnose cystic formations in 

pregnant women 
PR-3 



  
K-3 

To determine the basic principles of 

laparoscopic t reatment of patients according to 

the diagnosis 
PR-3 

AB-3 

To  be arpersonal  responsibility for correctness 

of performance o fstages of inspection,  
carrying out differential diagnosis at women 

with cystic educations 

PR-3 

ZN-4 
Know the complicationsin gynecology and 

laparoscopy : intra- and postoperative 
PR-4 

Mind-4 
Be able to determine the severity of 

complications and recognize the irclinical 

manifestations. 
PR-4 

K-4 Ability to abstract thinking and analysis PR-4 

AB-4 
Be responsible for the timely diagnosis of 

complications, firstaid, their treatment 
PR-4 

ZN-5 Know about the safetyof laparoscopic surgery PR-5 

Mind-5 

Be able to assess the risks of laparoscopic 

surgery    

    
PR-5 

  
K-5 

Ability to acton the basis of ethical 

considerations, to workin a team with 

colleagues and patients 
PR-5 

AB-5 Take personal responsibility for the correctand 

time 
PR-5 

 

 lyappointment of laparoscopic treatment   

6. Formatandscopeofthecourse  

Course format 

(specifyf ull-

timeorpart-time) 
Eye 

 

Kind of 

occupations 
Number of hours  Number of 

groups 

lectures -    

practical 26    

seminars      

independent 34   

7. Topics and content of the course  

Code type to 

borrow 
Topic Content of training Lear 

ningo 

utco 

meco 

de 

Teacher 



P-1 (practical 

lesson 1) 
History of laparoscopy. 

Fundamental principles 

of laparoscopic 

intervention,tools. 

1.Checking the 

assimilation of material 

(tests). 
2.Solving situational 

problems. 
3.Development of 

practicals 

killsinconditionsthatarecl 

osetoreal. 
4. Clarification of 

problemat icissues 

summarizing the 
lesson 

ZN-1 
U-1 
K-1 

AB-1 

Yashchenko 

L.M. 

Isaeva K.Y. 

Rachkevych O.S. 

Segedyi L.I. 

P-2 Laparoscopic anatomy 

of the small 

pelvis.Diagnostic 

laparoscopy. 

1.Checking the 

assimilation of material 

(tests). 
2.Solving situational 

problems. 
3.Development of 

practicals 

killsinconditionsthatarecl 

osetoreal. 
4. Clarification of 

problemat icissues 

summarizing the 
lesson 

ZN-2 
U-2 
K-2 

AB-2 

Yashchenko 

L.M. 

Isaeva K.Y. 

Rachkevych O.S. 

Segedyi L.I. 

P-3 Preoperative preparation  

and manageme 
nt of patients 

in the postoper ative 

period.Laparoscopy 

technique,complications 

and methods of ther 

elimination. 

  

1.Checking the 

assimilation of material 

(tests). 
2.Solving situational 

problems. 
3.Development of 

practicals 

killsinconditionsthatarecl 

osetoreal. 
4. Clarification of 

problemat icissues 

summarizing the 
lesson 

ZN-3 
U-3 
K-3 

AB-3 

Yashchenko 

L.M. 

Isaeva K.Y. 

Rachkevych O.S. 

Segedyi L.I. 

 



P-4 Laparoscopy in the case 

of ectopic pregnancy. 
1.Checking the 

assimilation of material 

(tests). 
2.Solving situational 

problems. 
3.Development of 

practicals 

killsinconditionsthatarecl 

osetoreal. 
4. Clarification of 

problemat icissues 

summarizing the 
lesson 

ZN-4 
U-4 
K-4 

AB-4 

Yashchenko 

L.M. 

Isaeva K.Y. 

Rachkevych 

O.S. 

Segedyi L.I. 

P-5 Laparoscopy 

on the uterine 

appendages.Tre- 

atment of 

cysts.Laparoscopic 

steriliszation. 

1.Checking the 

assimilation of material 

(tests). 
2.Solving situational 

problems. 
3.Development of 

practicals 

killsinconditionsthatarecl 

osetoreal. 
4. Clarification of 

problemat icissues 

summarizing the 
lesson 

ZN-5 
U-5 
K-5 

AB-5 

Yashchenko 

L.M. 

Isaeva K.Y. 

Rachkevych 

O.S. 

Segedyi L.I. 

P-6 Laparoscopyc 

myomectomy,hysterecto 

my. 

1.Checking the 

assimilation of material 

(tests). 
2.Solving situational 

problems. 
3.Development of 

practicals 

killsinconditionsthatarecl 

osetoreal. 
4. Clarification of 

problemat icissues 

summarizing the 
lesson 

ZN-

5,1,4, 

K-1,3 

M-5 

Yashchenko 

L.M. 

Isaeva K.Y. 

Rachkevych 

O.S. 

Segedyi L.I. 



P-7  The role of laparoscopy 

in treatmen of infertility 

and endometriosis. 

1.Checking the 

assimilation of material 

(tests). 
2.Solving situational 

problems. 
3.Development of 

practicals 

killsinconditionsthatarecl 

osetoreal. 
4. Clarification of 

problemat icissues 

summarizing the 
lesson 

UM-1 

Zn-4, 

5,K-

4,M-2 

Yashchenko 

L.M. 

Isaeva K.Y. 

Rachkevych 

O.S. 

Segedyi L.I. 

P-8 Technical aspects of 

hysteroscopy. 

1.Checking the 

assimilation of material 

(tests). 
2.Solving situational 

problems. 
3.Development of 

practicals 

killsinconditionsthatarecl 

osetoreal. 
4. Clarification of 

problemat icissues 

summarizing the 
lesson 

K-4,M-

4,Zn-

4,AB 

-3 

Yashchenko 

L.M. 

Isaeva K.Y. 

Rachkevych 

O.S. 

Segedyi L.I. 

P-9 Office hysteroscopy. 1.Checking the 

assimilation of material 

(tests). 
2.Solving situational 

problems. 
3.Development of 

practicals 

killsinconditionsthatarecl 

osetoreal. 
4. Clarification of 

problemat icissues 

summarizing the 
lesson 

K-4,M-

4,Zn-

4,AB 

-3 

Yashchenko 

L.M. 

Isaeva K.Y. 

Rachkevych 

O.S. 

Segedyi L.I. 



P-10 Hysteroresectoscopy. 1.Checking the 

assimilation of material 

(tests). 
2.Solving situational 

problems. 
3.Development of 

practicals 

killsinconditionsthatarecl 

osetoreal. 
4. Clarification of 

problemat icissues 

summarizing the 
lesson 

K-4,M-

4,Zn-

4,AB 

-3 

Yashchenko 

L.M. 

Isaeva K.Y. 

Rachkevych 

O.S. 

Segedyi L.I. 

P-11 Endoscopy in 

diagnostics and chronic 

pelvic pain syndrome. 

1.Checking the 

assimilation of material 

(tests). 
2.Solving situational 

problems. 
3.Development of 

practicals 

killsinconditionsthatarecl 

osetoreal. 
4. Clarification of 

problemat icissues 

summarizing the 
lesson 

Zn-1,5 

U-1,K-

1,2 

3,4,AB-

5 

Yashchenko 

L.M. 

Isaeva K.Y. 

Rachkevych 

O.S. 

Segedyi L.I. 

P-12 Endoscopic intervention 

during pregnancy. 

1.Checking the 

assimilation of material 

(tests). 
2.Solving situational 

problems. 
3.Development of 

practicals 

killsinconditionsthatarecl 

osetoreal. 
4. Clarification of 

problemat icissues 

summarizing the 
lesson 

Zn-1,5 

U-1,K-

1,2 

3,4,AB-

5 

Yashchenko 

L.M. 

Isaeva K.Y. 

Rachkevych 

O.S. 

Segedyi L.I. 



P-13 Colposcopy ,this role in 

the pathology of cervix. 

1.Checking the 

assimilation of material 

(tests). 
2.Solving situational 

problems. 
3.Development of 

practical  skills in 

conditions 

that are closetoreal. 
4. Clarification of 

problematicissues 

summarizing the 
lesson 

K-4,M-

4,Zn-

4,AB 

-3 

Yashchenko 

L.M. 

Isaeva K.Y. 

Rachkevych 

O.S. 

Segedyi L.I. 

SIW-1 
(independent 

work of students) 

History of laparoscopy. 

Fundamental principles 

of laparoscopic 

intervention,tools. 

Preparation for 

practicalcl asses and 

study of topics co 

nsidered only intermsofin 

dependent student work, 

search and study of 

additional literature, 

creation of algorithms, 

structural and logical 

schemes, writingessays, 

annotations, reports for 

reports on dutyi 

ntheclinicoutside of 

practi 
calclasses, outside study 

time. 

ZN-1 
U-1 
K-1 

AB-1 

Yashchenko 

L.M. 

Isaeva K.Y. 

Rachkevych 

O.S. 

Segedyi L.I 

SIW-2 Laparoscopic anatomy 

of the small 

pelvis.Diagnostic 

laparoscopy. 

Preparation for 

practicalcl asses and 

study of topics co 

nsidered only intermsofin 

dependent student work, 

search and study of 

additional literature, 

creation of algorithms, 

structural and logical 

schemes, writingessays, 

annotations, reports for 

reports on dutyi 

ntheclinicoutside of 

practi 
calclasses, outside study 

time. 

ZN-2 
U-2 
K-2 
AB-  

2 

Yashchenko 

L.M. 

Isaeva K.Y. 

Rachkevych 

O.S. 

Segedyi L.I 

 



SIW-3 Preoperative preparation  

and manageme 
nt of patients 

in the postoper ative 

period.Laparoscopy 

technique,complications 

and methods of ther 

elimination. 

 

Preparation for 

practicalcl asses and 

study of topics co 

nsidered only 

intermsofin dependent 

student work, search 

and study of 

additional literature, 

creation of algorithms, 

structural and logical 

schemes, 

writingessays, 

annotations, reports 

for reports on dutyi 

ntheclinicoutside of 

practi 
calclasses, outside 

study time. 

ZN-3 
U-3 
K-3 
AB-  

3 

Yashchenko L.M. 

Isaeva K.Y. 

Rachkevych O.S. 

Segedyi L.I 

SIW-4 Laparoscopy in the case 

of ectopic pregnancy. 
Preparation for 

practicalcl asses and 

study of topics co 

nsidered only 

intermsofin dependent 

student work, search 

and study of 

additional literature, 

creation of algorithms, 

structural and logical 

schemes, 

writingessays, 

annotations, reports 

for reports on dutyi 

ntheclinicoutside of 

practi 
calclasses, outside 

study time. 

ZN-4 
U-4 
K-4 
AB-  

4 

Yashchenko L.M. 

Isaeva K.Y. 

Rachkevych O.S. 

Segedyi L.I 

SIW-5 Laparoscopy 

on the uterine 

appendages.Tre- 

atment of 

cysts.Laparoscopic 

steriliszation. 

Preparation for 

practicalcl asses and 

study of topics co 

nsidered only 

intermsofin dependent 

student work, search 

and study of 

additional literature, 

creation of algorithms, 

structural and logical 

schemes, 

writingessays, 

annotations, reports 

for reports on dutyi 

ntheclinicoutside of 

practi 
calclasses, outside 

study time. 

ZN-5 
U-5 
K-5 
AB-  

5 

Yashchenko L.M. 

Isaeva K.Y. 

Rachkevych O.S. 

Segedyi L.I 



SIW-6 Laparoscopyc 

myomectomy,hysterecto 

my. 

Preparation for 

practicalcl asses and 

study of topics co 

nsidered only 

intermsofin dependent 

student work, search 

and study of 

additional literature, 

creation of algorithms, 

structural and logical 

schemes, 

writingessays, 

annotations, reports 

for reports on dutyi 

ntheclinicoutside of 

practi 
calclasses, outside 

study time. 

ZN-

5,1,4, 

K-1,3 

M-5 

Yashchenko L.M. 

Isaeva K.Y. 

Rachkevych O.S. 

Segedyi L.I 

SIW-7 The role of laparoscopy 

in treatmen of infertility 

and endometriosis. 

Preparation for 

practicalcl asses and 

study of topics co 

nsidered only 

intermsofin dependent 

student work, search 

and study of 

additional literature, 

creation of algorithms, 

structural and logical 

schemes, 

writingessays, 

annotations, reports 

for reports on dutyi 

ntheclinicoutside of 

practi 
calclasses, outside 

study time. 

UM-1 

Zn-4, 

5,K-

4,M-2 

Yashchenko L.M. 

Isaeva K.Y. 

Rachkevych O.S. 

Segedyi L.I 

SIW-8 Technical aspects of 

hysteroscopy. 
Preparation for 

practicalcl asses and 

study of topics co 

nsidered only 

intermsofin dependent 

student work, search 

and study of 

additional literature, 

creation of algorithms, 

structural and logical 

schemes, 

writingessays, 

annotations, reports 

for reports on dutyi 

ntheclinicoutside of 

practi 
calclasses, outside 

study time. 

K-4,M-

4,Zn-

4,AB 

-3 

Yashchenko L.M. 

Isaeva K.Y. 

Rachkevych O.S. 

Segedyi L.I 



SIW-9 Office hysteroscopy. Preparation for 

practicalcl asses and 

study of topics co 

nsidered only 

intermsofin dependent 

student work, search 

and study of 

additional literature, 

creation of algorithms, 

structural and logical 

schemes, 

writingessays, 

annotations, reports 

for reports on dutyi 

ntheclinicoutside of 

practi 
calclasses, outside 

study time. 

K-4,M-

4,Zn-

4,AB 

-3 

Yashchenko L.M. 

Isaeva K.Y. 

Rachkevych O.S. 

Segedyi L.I 

SIW-10 Hysteroresectoscopy. Preparation for 

practicalcl asses and 

study of topics co 

nsidered only 

intermsofin dependent 

student work, search 

and study of 

additional literature, 

creation of algorithms, 

structural and logical 

schemes, 

writingessays, 

annotations, reports 

for reports on dutyi 

ntheclinicoutside of 

practi 
calclasses, outside 

study time. 

K-4,M-

4,Zn-

4,AB 

-3 

Yashchenko L.M. 

Isaeva K.Y. 

Rachkevych O.S. 

Segedyi L.I 

SIW-11 Endoscopy in 

diagnostics and chronic 

pelvic pain syndrome. 

Preparation for 

practicalcl asses and 

study of topics co 

nsidered only 

intermsofin dependent 

student work, search 

and study of 

additional literature, 

creation of algorithms, 

structural and logical 

schemes, 

writingessays, 

annotations, reports 

for reports on dutyi 

ntheclinicoutside of 

practi 
calclasses, outside 

study time. 

Zn-1,5 

U-1,K-

1,2 

3,4,AB-

5 

Yashchenko L.M. 

Isaeva K.Y. 

Rachkevych O.S. 

Segedyi L.I 



SIW-12 Endoscopic intervention 

during pregnancy. 
Preparation for 

practicalcl asses and 

study of topics co 

nsidered only 

intermsofin dependent 

student work, search 

and study of 

additional literature, 

creation of algorithms, 

structural and logical 

schemes, 

writingessays, 

annotations, reports 

for reports on dutyi 

ntheclinicoutside of 

practi 
calclasses, outside 

study time. 

Zn-1,5 

U-1,K-

1,2 

3,4,AB-

5 

Yashchenko L.M. 

Isaeva K.Y. 

Rachkevych O.S. 

Segedyi L.I 

SIW-13 Colposcopy ,this role in 

the pathology of cervix. 
Preparation for 

practicalcl asses and 

study of topics co 

nsidered only 

intermsofin dependent 

student work, search 

and study of 

additional literature, 

creation of algorithms, 

structural and logical 

schemes, 

writingessays, 

annotations, reports 

for reports on dutyi 

ntheclinicoutside of 

practi 
calclasses, outside 

study time. 

K-4,M-

4,Zn-

4,AB 

-3 

Yashchenko L.M. 

Isaeva K.Y. 

Rachkevych O.S. 

Segedyi L.I 

Final control 

Type of final control Methods of final control Enrollment criteria 

Test All topics submitted for curre 

ntcontrolmustbeincluded.  
The maximum number of pointsis 

200 The minimum number of 

pointsis 122 

 

 Gradesareconvertedintopoi 

ntson a multi-point 

(200point)  
scaleinaccordancewiththep 

rovision  
"Criteriaandrulesandproced 

uresforevaluatingtheresults 

ofstudentlearningactivities" 

 

Verification of learning out comes 



Current control 
Curren tcontrol is carried out at each practical lesson in accordance with the specific objectives of 

each topic. When evaluating students' learning activities, it is necessary to give preference to 

standardized methods of control: testing, structured writtenwork, structured according to the 

procedureofcontrolofpracticalskillsinconditionsclosetorealones. When mast 

eringeachtopicforthecurrenteducationalactivitiesofthestudentgradesareseton a 4-point 

traditionalscale. Whenmasteringthetopicaccordingtothetraditionalsystem, 

pointsareassignedaccordingtothetraditionalsystem: 5 points, 4 points, 3 points, 2 points. Forms of 

assessmentofcurrenteducationalactivitiesarestandardizedandincludecontroloftheoreti calandpractical 

training. During the assessmentofmasteringeachtopicforthecurrenteducationalactivityo 

fthestudentgradesaregivenon a 4-point  
(national). This take sintoaccountall types of workprovidedforinthedisciplineprogram. The 

studentmustr eceive a gradefromeachtopicforfurtherconversionofgradesintopointson a multi-point 

(200-point) scale. Independent work is evaluated during the current control of the topic in the 

relevant lesson. Assimilati on of topics that are submitted only for independent work is controlled 

during the final control. 

Learning out come code Code type to borrow Method of 

verifyin glearning 

out come s 

Enrollment criteria 

ZN-1 - ZN-5 
Um-1 - UM-5 
K-1 - K-5 
AB-1 -AB-5 

P-1 - P-13 
SIW-1,SIW-13 

Oralandwrittenque 

stioning, 

solvingtesttasks 

(to controltheinitia 

landfinallevelofkn 

owledge), 

solvingtypicalsitu 

ationalproblems, 

underthecontroloft 

heteacheristrainin 

grelevantpractical 

skillsandprofessio 

nalskills. 

-5 "excellent" - 

thestudenthasperfectlyma 

steredthetheoreticalmateri 

alofthetopicofthe lesson, 

independentlyperformedo 

neoranotherpracticalskill, 

thinkslogically, 

usestheacquiredknowledg 

eintheanalysisoftheclinica 
lsituation; -4 "good" - 

thestudenthasmasteredthe 

theoreticalmaterial, 

independentlyperformed 

a particularpracticalskill, 

thinkslogically, 

usestheacquiredknowledg 

eintheanalysisoftheclinica 
lsituation; 
-3 "satisfactory" 

studentmainlyhastheoreti 

calmaterial,  
butdoesnotanswerconvinc 

ingly, confusesconcepts, 

additionalquestionscause 

uncertainty,  
makesgrossmistakesinper 



   formingpracticalskills; -2 

"unsatisfactory" - 

thestudentdoesnothavethe 
oreticalmaterialonthetopi 

c,  
doesnotknowthedefinition 
s, nothinking, practical 

skills. 
  

The calculation of the number of points isbasedonthegradesobtainedbythestudenton   a

   4-point (national)   scaleduringthestudyofthediscipline,  

 bycalculatingthearithmeticmean   (CA), roundedtotwodecimalplaces. The 

resulting value is converted in to points on a multi-pointscaleasfollows: x =  CA ×  120  

  
5 

9. Course policy 

Electivecourse "Endoscopictechnologiesinobstetricsandgynecology" 

isbasedontheprinciplesofscience, self-development, humanism, continuity, personaland 

collectiveresponsibility, collegialityandpublicityofdiscussionofissueswithinitscompetence. 

Academic integrity of students in studying the course is ensuredby: independent performance of 

current control tasks,  
Independent work without the use of external sources of information, except for those 

recommended for use, inparticular during the evaluation of learning ou tcomes; personal presence at 

all practical classes, exceptin cases caused by good reasons. 
Academic integrity is ensud to pedagogical staff by providing quality educational services with the 

use of in novative approachesin the field of educationin practical professional activities; 

independence of professional activity from political parties, public,  
Religious organizations; raising the professional level throughself-development and self-

improvement, passing course training; compliance with the rule sofinternal regulations, labor 

discipline, corporateethics; objective and impartial evaluation of students' learning ou tcomes; 

exercising controlover the observance of academic integrity by students, informing students 

about typical violations of academic integrity and types of liability for its violations. 

10. Literature 

Basic 
1.Atlas of operative gynecology . Clifford R. Willis - Moscow, Medical Literature , 2007. - 532 p. 
2.Obstetrics : textbookinEnglish ( edit by IB Ventskivska ) .- K .: Medicine , 2008.-334 p. 
3.Gynecology : textbookinEnglish ( edit by IB Ventskivska ) .- K .: Medicine , 2010.- 160 p. 
4.Pragmatic obstetrics and gynecology;Markin L.B.Zimenkovsky A.B.Shatylovych K.L.LNMU 

named after Danylo Halytsky,2021;236p. 
 Optional 
1.Berek and Novak’s Gynecology 15th Edition . Lippincott Williams and Wilkins , 2012, 1560 

pp 2 
2.DC Dutta's Textbook of Obstetrics . Hiralal Konar 708pp 2017 3 2014, 686 pp 4 
3.DC Dutta's Textbook of Gynecology : Including Contraception Hiralal Konar 
4.F. Gary Cunningham , Kenneth J. Leveno , Steven L.Bloom , Catherine Y. Spong , Jodi S. Das 

he , Barbara L. Hoffman , Brian M. Casey . Williams Obstetrics , 25th Edition . 2017 
5.Essential Antenatal , Perinatal and Postpartum Care . WHO EURO, Copenhagen , 2003 
6.Pregnancy , Childbirth , Postpartum and Newborn Care :  
A guide for essentialpractice . WHO, Geneva , 2006   
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